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Abstract 

With the high speed economic development of China, the number of private cars is also increasing rapidly. However, car emission 
has an important influence for air pollution; it needs to consider controlling private cars demand when the government makes 
automotive industry’s strategy. It should forecast the future private car accuracy. In this article, a combined forecasting model with 
simulate anneal algorithm optimizing weights of private car is carried out. The proposed model can improve the performance of each 
single forecasting model such as regression, Grey and SVM. Finally, a case study with Chinese private cars number is presented, and 
the results are shown that the proposed model is superior to each single model. 
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1 Introduction 

In recent years, with the growing improvement of people's 
living conditions, car as a convenience transport tool is 
also increasing rapidly. Up to now, a households, living in 
a big city, especially in Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou and 
so on, almost has a car. The cars industry helps people 
shorten their travel time, improve the traffic efficiency and 
boost national economic development, however, the consu-
mer fossil energy by cars are also producing the air pollu-
tion gas, which is attracting the attention of many people. 
Recently, fog and haze weather frequent appears in Beijing 
after 2013, it gives the health of people a great threat, one 
of the reasons is mainly by the car’s gas emissions, which 
contain solid particles, COx, SOx and other pollution par-
ticles. The fuel cars are changing an air pollution source 
threat of a city’s sustainable development.  

Personal private cars need to control to reduce the air 
pollution, and the number of ownership is a key problem to 
deal with. It is important for car industry’s planning, 
demand analysis and policy reference. Some scholars have 
been studied the ownership’s forecasting problem. They 
uses artificial neural network[1-2], Particle Swarm Opti-
mization Algorithm[3] and Time Series forecasting[4] 
method to forecast car ownership or electric vehicle’s num-
ber. Other researches study the relationship between the 
social or environment influence and the hybrid or electric 
cars[5-7]. Other researchers build a model to predict the 
cars market size. However, all of these studies try their best 
to use a single forecasting model to deal with the car’s 
ownership or market size problem. Consequently, it is very 
important to choose a combined model to enhance the fore-
casting accuracy. The combined forecasting model option 
is generally composed of two or more forecasting models. 
By means of endowing each model with certain weight, the 
combined forecasting model is regarded as an ideal option 
to solve the accuracy problem as described above. 

As the theoretically prove, a combined model’s accu-
racy should higher than each single model which is inclu-
ded in the combined model. This paper propose a combi-
ned model with simulate anneal algorithm optimizing 
weights to forecast the private car ownership number of 
China. And the combined model contains the traditional 
forecasting model like regression, Grey and the intelli-
gence forecasting model like SVM.  

2 A combined forecasting model with simulate anneal 
algorithm 

2.1  DESCRIPTION OF COMBINED FORECASTING 
MODEL 

Suppose that 
if  represents predictive results of the i  

method and 
iw  stands for the weight of i  method. Then, 

the combined forecasting model can be expressed by: 
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where, y stands for the actual data and an optimization 

problem of the combined model needs to satisfy the 

following Equation 2. 
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The key factor of the combined model is to determine 
the weight. The methods of setting up weight coefficient, 
according to the rule whether the weight is the function of 
time or not, can be divided into fixed weight method and 
transformable weight method. Owing to the stationary of 
weight coefficient, the fixed weight determined model is 
identified as the most universal and popular method in 
reality. In addition, this method is suitable for using intel-
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ligence algorithm such as genetic algorithm, particle 
swarm optimization to solve the problem of the weight 
assignment. 

2.2 OPTIMIZING WEIGHTS WITH SIMULATE 
ANNEAL ALGORITHM 

Simulated annealing (SA) algorithm is an iterative solution 
strategy on the random search algorithm; it is based on the 
physical annealing process of solid material and the ge-
neral similarity of combinatorial optimization problems. 
The name and inspiration come from annealing in metal-
lurgy, a technique involving heating and controlled cooling 
of a material to increase the size of its crystals and reduce 
their defects. The heat causes the atoms to become unstuck 
from their initial positions and wander randomly through 
states of higher energy; the slow cooling gives them more 
chances of finding configurations with lower internal 
energy than the initial one. The principle can be described 
as follows: 

At t temperature, a new state j generated by the current 

state i, and then energy is 
iE
 
and jE , respectively, if  

iE
 
< jE , the current state j is accepted, otherwise, it need 

consider whether the state is the "important state", it deter-

mined by the probability. If the probability 
exp( ( ) / ) [0,1]r i jp E E kt random    , (k is the Boltz-

mann constant, random [0,1] expresses that the [0,1] is 
generated by a probability distribution of random num-
bers), it is still accepting new state for the current state j, 
otherwise, accepting state i. Repeat this process, the system 
will tend to stay at the lowest energy at the temperature. 

The basic simulated annealing (SA) algorithm is as 

follows: 

Step 1. Initialization. Given the scope of model for 

each parameters, randomly selected an initial solution 0x , 

and calculate the corresponding target value 
0( )E x ; set the 

initial temperature 
0T , final temperature fT , make a ran-

dom number (0,1)   as a probability threshold, set the 

cooling function ( 1) ( )T t T t    , in which,   is annea-

ling coefficient, t is the number of iterations. 

Step 2. At a certain T  temperature, make a pertur-

bation x , then a new solution is 
'x x x   produced, 

calculate the difference 
'( ) ( ) ( )E x E x E x    . 

Step 3. If ( ) 0E x  , 
'x  is accepted; if ( ) 0E x  , 

'x  

is accepted by probability 
'exp( / )p E K T    , 'K  is a 

constant and usually taken the value 1. If p  , 
'x  is 

accepted. When 
'x  accepted, 

'x x . 

Step 4. In a certain temperature, repeat steps 3. 

Step 5. Reduce the temperature T by slow cooling 

function. 
Step 6. Repeat steps 2 to step 5, until the condition is 

meet. 

Base on the principle of the simulation anneal algo-

rithm, a novel method of Combining simulate anneal 

method with optimal a combined forecasting weights in 

car’s ownership prediction is proposed as follows: 

Step 1. Initialization 

Using simulated annealing algorithm to randomly give 

an initial weight of the combined model, set the initial tem-

perature
0 0( 0)T T  , the basic steps 

0V , testing accuracy  , 

test sample stability threshold rN  , and the annealing 

ending threshold I , Calculate 
0( )f X , make 0optX X ,

0( )
opt

f f X . 

Step 2. Using simulated annealing algorithm to deter-

mine the weight of the combined model automatically. If 

the result does not meet the accuracy, use 
0i iY X V   

to generate a new dynamic point, in which,   is the 

control of disturbance ratio constant,   is Cauchy random 

disturbance and 0V  is the step value.  

Calculate ( )if X .  

If ( ) ( )i if Y f X
 

then 
1( ) ( )i if X f Y  , otherwise. 

Calculate exp[( ( ) ( )) / ]i i kP f X f Y T  , if PP P , then 

1i iX Y  ,
1( ) ( )i if X f Y  , otherwise, 

1i iX X  , 
1( ) ( )i if X f X  . 

Step 3. Update the weights 

If 1( )
optif X f  , then 1opt iX X  ; 1( )

opt if f X  ,

0m  , otherwise, 1m m  . 

Step 4. MetroPolis’ sampling Stability Criteria 

If 
rm N , then 1i i  , and turn to step 2; otherwise, 

0m  . 

Step 5. Annealing ending discrimination 

If opt kf T ，then 1k ki i  , otherwise, 0ki  . If 

ki I
 
or 

opt
f  , annealing finishes, otherwise, go to step 

6. 

Step 6. Annealing method 

If 
*

opt opt
f f , then 

1 0 /1 ( _ )kT T delta func call     to 

anneal, otherwise, according 
1k T kT r T    to anneal, set 

1k k  , and go to step 2. Where _func call  is the 

objective function using times and 0 1Tr  . 

3  An empirical example 

According to the statistic data about China's car industry 
Yearbook, the ownership number of private car can be 
obtained from 1999 to 2012, which is shown in Fig.1. 

 

FIGURE 1 China's private car ownership from 2000 to 2013 
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TABLE 1 The actual value and predictive results. 

Year 
Actual 

value 
Regression GM(1,1) SVM 

Combined 

Model 

2000 365.09 -- -- -- -- 

2001 469.85 558.134 631.6766 -- -- 

2002 623.76 685.194 797.1635 -- -- 

2003 845.87 871.867 1006.005 843.6078 844.456 

2004 1,069.69 1141.258 1269.558 1067.519 1069.731 

2005 1,383.93 1412.722 1602.157 1386.165 1386.962 

2006 1,823.57 1793.855 2021.891 1829.026 1827.971 

2007 2,316.91 2327.081 2551.587 2319.145 2319.383 

2008 2,880.50 2925.439 3220.052 2885.269 2886.474 

2009 3,808.33 3609.001 4063.643 3810.726 3804.674 

2010 4,989.50 4734.339 5128.238 4987.238 4979.651 

2011 6,237.46 6166.945 6471.735 6234.573 6232.544 

2012 7,637.87 7680.559 8167.202 7634.73 7636.105 

2013 9,198.23 9379.076 10306.85 9196.059 9201.55 

MAPE -- 2.680% 10.761% 1.284% 1.252% 

It can be observed that the curve has an increasing 
linear tendency. Therefore, the regression model is chosen 
as a constitution of the combined forecasting model. In 
addition, the models of grey forecasting model GM(1,1) 
and support vector machine (SVM) are pitched on in 
consideration of their popularity as form a combined 

model. In SVM forecasting model, the input variables are 
also expressed as xt-3, xt-2 and xt-1, and the output node is 
also xt, and its parameters use the default values of libsvm 
software package. The forecasting results and the com-
bined model with simulate anneal algorithm optimized 
weights are shown in Table 1. 

Judging from the determined weight of simulate anneal 

algorithm, we can infer that SVM model gets the maxi-

mum weight, followed by regression. The GM(1,1) 

model's weight is the minimum. Generally speaking, the 

better the performance is, the greater the weight is. And 

the weight optimized by simulate anneal algorithm is also 
proven it; the performance of the proposed model is the 

best one. 

4  Conclusions 

The combined model applied in this paper is an integrated 
method, which is composed of regression model, GM(1,1) 
model and SVM model. By means of simulate anneal 
algorithm, a more reasonable weight coefficient can be 
obtained and the predictive effect, in allusion to college 
employment population, tends to be accurate. In the 
experiment, the proposed model gets the best performance 
which verifies its effectiveness on the aspect of predictive 
capability. 
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